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WHAT SPECIFIC KINDS OF 
THINGS CAN BE TRACKED 
WITH RTLS? 
JB: While the industries in which 
assets are often tracked vary, the 
concept behind them remain largely 
the same. Here are some common 
use cases: 

Manufacturing: Understand assembly 
line logistics or track machines.

Healthcare: Increase equipment 
usage, enable quick access to patient 
files, improve staff allocation and 
security. 

Education: Track staff and students 
for safety and security.

Office: Optimize desk usage, 
understand employee movements, 
and verify attendance.

Hospitality: Track staff and guests  
for safety and security.

As you can imagine, these use cases 
can also be practical in any given 
vertical. Aerospace, museums, 
airports, conferences—they all have 
numerous applications for location 
systems.

SO, BUILDING MANAGERS 
OR OPERATORS CAN GET 
ALERTS WHEN SOMETHING 
IS AMISS? 
JB: Yes. Let’s look at safety as 
an example. Hotel housekeeping 
staff are one of the most vulnerable 
groups of people in the workforce. 
Panic buttons alerting security to 
compromising situations ensures 
help is delivered quickly. Through 
forensic replay of events, continuous 
improvements are implemented 
which increase effectiveness and 
comply with legislative and union 
requirements. 

Q:WHAT MAKES TRELLIX THE 
IDEAL PLATFORM FOR RTLS? 
JB: Lighting is everywhere. There’s 
no building infrastructure that’s 
better positioned to collect valuable 
data than your lighting system. The 
Trellix platform incorporates state of 

the art sensing and communication 
technology within the lighting 
system, to deliver valuable data and 
to solve the most complex problems 
for customers. Trellix Infrastructure 
requires no ongoing maintenance. It 
can be funded by energy rebates as 
it provides code compliant lighting 
control required in most states. 
The number one thing facilities 
update to create a better environment 
is lighting. Trellix is an ideal choice 
because when you’re updating your 
infrastructure, you can future proof 
your infrastructure up for RTLS, and 
other efficiencies that go beyond 
lighting and lighting control.

Trellix also offers the open platform 
approach; businesses can choose 
from a host of application providers 
to get a complete end-to-end solution 
based on the Trellix infrastructure. 
With Trellix, they’re not locked into a 
software solution from one vendor.

Q: KNOWING THAT SECURITY 
IS TOP-OF-MIND FOR 
CUSTOMERS, HOW CAN 
THEY BE SURE THAT THEIR 
DATA IS SECURE? 
JB: At Cooper Lighting SolutionS, 
we take security very seriously. 
Trellix platform offers unparalleled 
security and is UL2900-1 listed to the 
Standard for Software Cybersecurity. 
The platform is NIST compliant 
and incorporates device – device 
communication encryption. 
Trellix can also be a delivered on 
the edge.  The data collected by 
Trellix is analyzed locally, it remains 
protected by the security blanket 
of the on-premise enterprise. Edge 
computing also helps companies 
overcome the issues of local 
compliance and privacy regulations as 
well as the issue of data sovereignty. 
Trellix also provides customers 
the flexibility to locate assets 
anonymously. It is up to the customer 
to enter details about people or 
equipment they’re tracking. Things 
can be tracked anonymously, or they 
can choose the level of detail they 
want. 

Q: ARE THERE ANY RECENT 
TRELLIX CUSTOMER 
SUCCESS STORIES THAT 
COME TO MIND? 
JB: One of our healthcare customers 
has been on the look out for the right 
RTLS solution to solve quite a few 
different problems in their facility. 
They took advantage of the Trellix 
platform to gain energy efficiency 
and improve occupant experience as 
they updated to state-of-the-art LED 
lighting fixtures. 
Being lighting-integrated, we were 
able to eliminate the implementation 
costs for additional systems. 
They used their lighting budget to 
implement the RTLS infrastructure. 
When they combined this with the 
energy savings from the lighting 
upgrade and controls, they were able 
to get a much better ROI. 

HOW ELSE CAN CUSTOMERS 
EXPECT THEIR INVESTMENT 
IN RTLS TO PAY OFF? 
JB: Controlling hundreds or 
thousands of assets throughout large 
indoor and outdoor environments is 
a daunting challenge. RTLS enables 
the ability to find assets in seconds, 
as opposed to taking hours using a 
manual process. Beyond the ability to 
locate a sub-assembly or final product 
on demand, operations can use the 
tracking data to optimize processes, 
workflow cycle time, and dwell time.
An average inpatient hospital bed 
has 7 mobile assets assigned per 
bed. Therefore, a hospital with 300 
beds will have approximately 2,100 
equipment pieces that should be 
tagged with a location tag. 
300 beds x 7 mobile assets per bed = 
Estimated 2,100 mobile assets should 
be tagged with an RTLS tag. 
An average value of mobile medical 
equipment is $5,000. Therefore 
2,100 tagged assets represent an 
inventory worth $10,500,000. An 
average hospital, which effectively 
uses an RTLS system, recognizes 20% 
of surplus inventory, which equals a 
value of $2,100,000.

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
TRELLIX I   WAVELINX

THE POWER OF  
REAL-TIME LOCATION SYSTEMS
How sensor-integrated lighting solutions are transforming enterprises.

In 2020, GPS technology has become so ubiquitous that it’s hard to remember a time when our phones 
couldn’t help us navigate, avoid traffic slowdowns, or tell us exactly when our food delivery would arrive. 
It may not be long before businesses feel the same way about Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS)—a 
technology that brings location services indoors and a growing number of facilities adopting it.

Lighting systems like Trellix can provide the ideal platform for RTLS technology, giving businesses a greater 
return on their infrastructure investment. We spoke with Jaiganesh Balasubramanian, Manager Product 
Management for Connected Buildings, to learn how companies from different industries and verticals are 
successfully leveraging RTLS.

Q: IN A NUTSHELL, WHAT 
ARE REAL-TIME LOCATION 
SYSTEMS (RTLS)? 

JB: RTLS is a technology solution 
used to automatically identify or track 
assets in an area in real time. Whether 
it’s people, packages, or equipment, 
a real time locating system can tell 
managers the location of tagged 

pieces(assets). This generally works 
by attaching a tag to an item. When 
the assets move, the tag sends 
transmissions to fixed sensors in 
the space. Together, the sensors 
and the data determine the physical 
location of the tag and corresponding 
item at that moment, in the software 
application.
The digital and real-time version of 

the location and all associated assets 
live in the RTLS software. It’s the 
software (platform) that makes the 
location data meaningful, translating 
it into interactive maps, locating 
tools, heat maps, analytics, reports, 
and other features, depending on 
thesolution need. 
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WAVELINX 
WIRELESS FIXTURE
Wireless communications  
without integrated sensors, 
offers a cleaner aesthetic
WaveLinx Wireless fixtures provide all the features that are needed 
with the ability to scale and evolve on your timeline. Available in select 
Metalux ambient fixtures, it’s a cost-efficient way to lay the foundation 
for an intelligent building infrastructure.

Only need a WaveLinx Wireless Fixture, WAC and smart device.  
Each fixture is code compliant out-of-the-box.

Using only hot, neutral, ground wiring - here’s no 0-10V wiring required, 
and no control wiring between fixtures

Available with the Metalux Cruze ST, Cruze SB, RLN, Encounter, SkyRidge, 
Flat Panel and GRLED (works with drivers specific to Metalux)

Easy code compliance in areas with complicated HVAC layouts

Ships fully installed with no actions needed by the EC on site

WHITE TUNING 
IS HERE WITH 
WAVELINX!
Simplified and intuitive  
CCT Tuning configuration 
and control
WaveLinx and VividTune color tuning solutions puts the  
fine-tuning of light at your fingertips.

Flexible configuration allow users to program the 
correlated color temperature (CCT) for spaces with 
VividTune fixtures (CCT/dimming) as well as generic 
fixtures requiring on-site configuration
Allows users to define the high and low end trims for the 
CCT for each fixture.
Control the CCT for a zone or an individual fixture from the 
WaveLinx Mobile app or Trellix Lighting app
Reduces the programming time by re-using an existing 
area’s settings.

WAVELINX 
CONTROL DEVICES
WTA - Tile mount sensor kit
Sensing   |  Daylight  |  Downlights  |  Wireless

The Tile mount Sensor Kit provides PIR occupancy and daylight 
dimming and control for connected downlight luminaires or other 
luminaires that do not support the WaveLinx Integrated Sensor.  
The Tile mount Sensor Kit provides 0-10V dimming control of LED  
and non LED loads for up to 3amps 120-277V luminaires.

Easily enable 0-10V luminaires

120 277VAC, 3 amp relay with 0-10V dimming

PIR motion and closed loop photocell

Bluetooth beacon for IoT capabilities*

Ambient 8-12ft mounting heights

Out of the box / default 70% light level

WAVELINX 
CONTROL DEVICES
WAA - Integrated ambient sensor
Sensing  |  Daylight  |  Wireless

The integrated sensor combines control within the light fixtures to  
reduce installation and design time; while meeting energy codes.  
With the integrated sensor the lighting design is the control design  
capable of IoT features without hardware replacement.

Passive InfraRed (PIR) motion sensing

Photocell closed loop daylight sensing

Bluetooth beacon for IoT capabilities

Ambient 8-12ft mounting heights

Out of the box / default 70% light level

WaveLinx 
wireless area 

controller

WaveLinx 
ceiling sensor

WaveLinx 
fixtures with 

wireless 
communication

also includes hardware 
for installation to 

standard 4” octagonal 
junction box

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
WAVELINX

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
WAVELINX

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
WAVELINX
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GAIN THE POWER OF INFORMATION
Trellix delivers powerful information and dashboards  
right to your device using Trellix Core. 

See real-time energy usage, projected energy  
savings and system health reports while gaining a  
comprehensive understanding of the total lighting  
system performance.

TRELLIX ADMIN 
Manage the core components and microservices required  
for a fully functional IoT platform such as connectivity, 
message routing, data management, event management, 
security, user/role management, location services and 
interfaces.

Systems  I  Users  I Clients  I  Interate

Trellix
Admin

TRELLIX LIGHTING 
Configure a code compliant connected lighting system  
designed to create energy efficient space and take 
complete control of your lighting across multiple sites, 
buildings or floors – from anywhere, with any device, at 
any time using a map-based interface.

Energy Dashboard  I  Alarms  I  Operate

Trellix
Lighting

TRELLIX EXCHANGE 
Allow developers and system integrators to leverage the data 
gathered by the Trellix platform to create brilliant customer 
experiences. Using APIs, systems can collect all the valuable  
data from the Trellix platform such as spatial organization,  
energy usage, light level, space usage, asset information,  
asset location and more.

Systems  I  Demand response I  Interate 
OpenADR, BACnet/IP or Public API

Trellix
Sense

ONE SYSTEM. MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS. 
Trellix is an on-premise, smart lighting IoT platform that moves real-time monitoring and 
processing to the edge. The Trellix platform allows you to gain faster insights of building 
operations and processes while driving efficiencies and effective decisions through the 
Trellix and Trellix partner applications. 

The platform hosts Trellix Core, a set of microservices required for fully functional IoT 
solutions, Trellix Exchange, a set of APIs allowing app developers and IoT platforms 
to communicate with WaveLinx’s connected devices and Trellix Apps, a set of Apps 
designed to serve connected building and sport facility markets.

T R E L L I X

TRELLIX LOCATE 
A powerful RTLS application that lets you leverage real-
time data from the WaveLinx connected lighting system. 
With countless ways to optimize and improve, with proven 
ROI – it’s time you got familiar with this technology and its 
potential to impact your business.

Monitor  I  Track I  Manage

Trellix
Locate

00000

API

Trellix Admin

Trellix CORE
WaveLinx 

Wireless Area Controller
WaveLinx enabled

LED Lighting Fixtures Trellix Applications

data
COLLECTED

data
CONNECTED

data
EXCHANGED

and stored

data
INSIGHT

Trellix Lighting

Trellix Locate
(coming 2020)

Info & Tracking

Trellix Exchange
3rd party integration

gateway for 
smart building 

eco-system

on-premise 
enterprise

management
software

Space / 
Occupancy

Environment

daylight

people space

temperaturehumidity

Tracking

badge asset

bracelet

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
TRELLIX

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
TRELLIX

CONNECTED SOLUTIONS 
TRELLIX
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COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX I  SHAPER I NEO-RAY I  

CORELITE I  FAIL-SAFE I  SURE-LITES I  

HALO I PORTFOLIO I  HALO COMMERCIAL
Dream. Experiment. Plan.

The LightARchitect app lets you instantly visualize  
light fixtures in your space. 

No matter the space, size or type of environment, Light ARchitect helps you 
experiment and plan to find the perfect lighting for any application. 

Visualize your design through augmented reality

Browse:  choose from state-of-the-art lighting fixtures

Experiment:  Adjust the finish, lumen output, mounting height & more

See:  virtually turn on lights to see the full effect

Share:  take screenshots to share with clients and colleagues 

Learn more about Light ARchitect
Light ARchitect is free and available 
for iOS devices (i.e. iPhone, iPad)

Light ARchitect:  
Now Available with 
Outdoor Fixtures

http://www.cooperindustries.com/content/public/en/lighting/resources/LightingStories/light-architect.html
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/light-architect/id1472395523
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/light-architect/id1472395523
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COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
SHAPER

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX

NEO-RAY DEFINE
Specification LED Slot
The Neo-Ray Define characterizes the ultimate in minimalist simplicity by 
providing clean, uniform lines of illumination in virtually any architectural 
environment. The Define series delivers industry leading efficacy in a variety  
of profile widths.  2”, 3”, 4” and 5” luminaire widths are all specifiable to the  
nearest foot in length in a suspended / pendant installation and can be fitted 
with standard flush, regress, drop and asymmetric lensing. Robust construction 
and adaptable, modular components make installation simple and ensure 
straight runs. Define is now available in a variety of options: recessed, perimeter, 
suspended, surface, and wall.  The Define series is an excellent lighting solution 
for office, education, hospitality, retail, and healthcare environments.

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
NEO-RAY I  CORELITE

Offered in a variety of profile widths, 2”, 3”, 4” and 5”

Indirect Wall (IW) and Indirect Pendant (IP) options now available

Specifiable to the nearest 1ft

Uniform illumination with patented under-lens solution to eliminate light leak

Satin flush,  regressed satin, drop, raised and asymmetric lensing

Integrated Wavelinx, Enlighted, and SVPD connected lighting options available

CORELITE SQ4
Specification LED Suspended Linear  
The Corelite SQ4 suspended linear features a minimalistic square profile and 
seamless illumination along the entire row length. Combining the latest LED 
technology with precision engineered optical control, the SQ4 provides high 
quality illumination while maximizing spacing capabilities. A wide range of direct/
indirect distributions are available to choose from as well as independent up/down 
circuiting for ultimate flexibility. Available in 4’, 8’, 12’, and continuous runs. The 
SQ4 is well suited for commercial open offices, private offices, conference rooms, 
corridors, and educational facilities.

Seamless continuous roll lens up to 100’+

Nominal 3.5” x 3.5” square profile – 30% smaller area than most D/I 4” slot product

4’, 6’, 8’, 12’ & Continuous

Wide throw optical distribution & variable mounting points

Multiple up/down distributions & independent up/down control

Integrated WaveLinx & Enlighted wireless sensors

LED Specification
The InDepth LED Specification series is designed to create 
architectural ceiling topography with regressed and drop lens 
options. InDepth provides design flexibility and versatility by 
providing seven lens options (two regressed cube, one regressed 
curve, three drop cube, and one drop curve). The regressed lens 
options provide optical cut off with reduced glare. Wireless 
control options are available.

Delight designers by creating a variety of ceiling topographies 
sourced from the factory or even convert to other designs during 
installation
Seven lens options - two regressed cube and one regressed curve, 
three drop cube and one drop curve
Regressed lens provides optical cut off with smooth lens for 
reduced glare

0-10V dimming to 1% standard

Wireless control options without sacrificing aesthetic appeal

IN
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COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
SHAPER

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
SHAPER

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX

METALUX CGT
LED Panel
The CGT LED Panel LED is the Contractor Go-To panel providing 
customers an affordable panel that fits in shallow plenums with 
room to spare. Acrylic micro optics provide uniform illumination 
from corner to corner. Its back-lit, durable design provides 
immediate opportunities to replace fluorescent fixtures with LED. 
CGT is an excellent lighting solution for commercial office spaces, 
schools, healthcare and retail merchandising areas. 

1x4, 2x2, and 2x4 sizes available

Thin 2.125 inch height – fits in shallow plenum with room to spare

Variety of options including remote emergency battery packs and flex  

Contractor friendly, quick and easy install through access plate

Acrylic micro optics provide uniform illumination from corner to corner –  
aesthetic appeal

DLC Standard qualified – eligible for energy rebates

METALUX RBG
LED Slot
The Metalux RBG is an elegant, 4 inch aperture fixture family 
designed to please architects, engineers, contractors and designers. 
Available in three fixed lengths, RBG can be recessed, surface or 
suspension mounted and strategically placed throughout the space 
to create pleasing illumination and appealing arrangements in rows 
or individual placement. A selectable switch comes standard with 
three selectable lumen levels and three selectable CCTs providing 
the flexibility to adapt to changing needs. Customer applications 
include open and traditional offices, classrooms, coves, corridors, 
retail or anywhere stylish lines of light are desired.

2', 4' and 8' sizes available

Designed for shallow plenum spaces

Simple switch to adjust color on site as desired

Switch tamper cover included

Variety of options including integrated emergency battery  
packs / flex

Integrated control options available

SHAPER SENSE DRUM
Architectural acoustic lighting
Shaper Sense is an award winning integrated acoustic and
lighting product line that also includes wireless control
options such as the WaveLinx system. Lighting is created using an
LED edge-lit panel that produces uniform visual distributions. The
addition of sound absorbing acoustic panels are designed with
FilzFelt acoustic materials. This provides dual purpose from one
point of installation and application. The Shaper Sense product
series is a new system architecture that allows natural light
to pass through creating a window in this large scale product.
Shaper Sense has acoustic panels that are available in 60+
vibrant colors of 100% Wool Design Felt. In addition, the sound
absorbing recycled substrate is made of minimum 60% recycled
content and is 100% recyclable. Reverberation is significantly
reduced due to material construction and performance.

Partnership with industry acoustic and natural materials 
company FilzFelt 

4 Style of Drum options: Duo, Trio, Index Dimensional, Ribsy

3000K, 3500K, and 4000K in 80 CRI or 90 CRI   

Choice of over 60+, 100% Wool Design Felt color selections

Edge-lit LED technology acts as a transparent window when off 

Acoustic felt + recycled substrate is 38mm (1.5")
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FAIL-SAFE
VRVT
Vandal Resistant Vaportite
VRVT is designed to withstand environmental stress for years 
to come.  VRVT is tightly sealed with a closed cell foam in place 
gasket and is equipped with stainless steel latches and impact 
resistant polycarbonate.  These additional features enable the VRVT 
to take more advanced environmental abuse than the standard VT. 

Chemical resistant stainless steel latches withstand the test of time

Tough polycarbonate lens sealed to prevent water, bugs and debris  
for years

Rugged fiber reinforced housing

Superior LED with high efficacy options

Reliability tested electronic drivers

Multiple sizes available

FAIL-SAFE
FSN
Shallow Plenum Narrow
The Fail-Safe FSN provides a 4” aperture, 6” grid width providing 
sleek lines of light with a clear bottom lens which seals the fixture 
preventing dust and water intrusion. Available in three fixed lengths, 
FSN can be grid recessed or hard ceiling recessed mounted. A 
selectable switch comes standard with three selectable lumen 
levels and three selectable color temperatures, providing FSN the 
flexibility to adapt to the changing needs of the space, setting, or 
environment.  The FSN is an excellent choice for a wide range of 
applications including vandal-resistant, behavioral health, medical, 
and hosedown.

 4" aperture, 6" width lines of light

2', 4', and 8' sizes available

Minimal fixture depth ideal for shallow plenum

Simple switch to adjust lumens and CCT on site as desired

Clear bottom lens seals fixture, prevents dust and water intrusion

Optional polycarbonate lens protects from impact damage

SURE-LITES
INV
Micro Inverters
The Sure-Lites INV micro inverter series, INV20 and IN35, supply 
20 or 35 watts of power from the on board battery supply, are 
UL 924 listed, and are compatible with LED, incandescent or 
fluorescent fixtures.

Central emergency source 

Powers existing fixtures

Supplies 20 or 35 watts of AC power from the on board battery supply

Compatible with LED, incandescent, or fluorescent fixtures

Provides peace of mind with UL 924 compliance / warranty

Eliminates unsightly emergency lighting

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
FAIL-SAFE

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
FAIL-SAFE  I   SURE-LITES

FAIL-SAFE
MWL
Medical Wall LED
The Fail-Safe MWL Medical Wall LED is an excellent 
choice for headwall mounted bed lighting. The MWL 
provides both direct and indirect lighting, with a variety 
of options for patient control, including pull chains and 
low voltage relays. Additional optional features, including 
a Wavelinx Wireless Driver and VividTune White Tuning 
Technology, allow the fixture to be specified to meet the 
needs of a wide variety of facilities.. 

Options for direct only, or direct/indirect distributions

Smooth sloped sides for ease of cleaning

2’, 3’, and 4’ lengths available

Available in a range of lumen outputs

Multiple options for patient control

VividTune and Wavelinx options available
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HALO TRACK
Mini-LED 811/812 Low Lumen
Intergrated-LED track luminaires packed with greater energy 
savings, dimming performance, and product lifetime than 
traditional MR16 lampholders. Ideal for boutique hospitality, 
retail, and offices. 

8 Watt track luminaires that deliver 800 lumens

DLC Listed 

Over 50,000 hours of lifetime 

Interchangeable Optics in spot, narrow flood, and flood beam 
widths available

Available in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K all in 90 CRI.

HALO
HU30 Undercabinet 
Low-profile, commercial-grade undercabinet light with 
color tuning and energy-saving features. Perfect for offices, 
education, and healthcare facilities. 

Angled optics equipped with diffuser lens help minimize glare on 
countertops  

Field selectable 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT in 90 CRI 

Universal Voltage (120 V – 277 V) Compatible  

Dimmable to 5% with select ELV & TRIAC dimmers 

Energy Star Rated | Wet Location Listed  

Easy-access fasteners holes and accessible electrical compartment 
for simple installs  

Multiple knockouts for direct-wire installs, 2 ports for corded installs  

Available in 5 lengths and 2 finishes.  

Motion-Sensor and USB-Port Features Available

HALO STASIS 
L815 LED Track Luminaire
With sleek geometric profiles and high-performance optics, Stasis creates 
inspiring spaces that enhance customer and patron experiences. Available 
in three sleek geometric sizes with a wide range of lumen and distribution 
offerings in each size and with interchangeable optics and media, 
Stasis gives lighting designers more flexibility to meet client needs on 
accent lighting. 

90 CRI available in 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K 

5 Beam widths and Wall Wash Distributions 

Available in White, Matte Black, and Silver Finishes 

Dimmable to 5% 

Accommodates Up to 3 PAR20 or PAR30 Media with  
Media Accessory Holder

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
HALO

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
HALO
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HALO COMMERCIAL
PR6 Series SeleCCTable LED Downlight
The PR6 series of 6-inch commercial LED Downlights offer ultimate flexibility of 

selectable lumens and selectable color temperatures; with medium 
and wide beam lens option for an all-inclusive package! PR6 is suitable 
for general area commercial lighting with intended applications of 
healthcare, hospitality, and institutional utility spaces.  Contractors, 
engineers, and distributors will appreciate the versatility and multi-
functional value of the PR6 series.

New Construction, Retrofit, Surface cylinder installation options 

Selectable low lumen (1000/1500/2000lm) and high lumen (2000/3000/4000lm) 

Selectable CCT 3000K, 3500K, 4000K

LED modules and cylinders offered in matte white, matte metallic silver, bronze paint finishes 

Distributor benefit – multiple features built into single SKUs for lower inventory and higher turns 

Contractor benefit – selection of alternate lumen and CCT when needed in the field

HALO COMMERCIAL
HCC LED Cylinder Family
HALO Commercial offers HCC4, HCC6, HCC8 LED cylinders 
in 4-inch, 6-inch, 8-inch apertures with selection of matte 
white, matte black, silver and bronze painted finishes. Cylinder 
installation options include surface, pendant, aircraft cable and 
wall mounting. The cylinder series accommodates a variety of 
commercial applications that include healthcare, hospitality, 
educational and commercial office spaces.

2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT, 80 CRI or 90 CRI

Narrow, Medium, Wide beam distribution in precision formed reflectors

Universal Voltage 120V – 277V

0-10V analog 1% dimming

PORTFOLIO
Shallow Surface Mount
Portfolio surface mount has expanded the offering with the 
addition of shallow cylinders ideal for open ceilings with 
minimal presence. Available in 2-inch, 4-inch, 6-inch and 8-inch 
cylinders and offered in matte black, silver, matte white and 
bronze finishes to compliment any architectural space. The 
cylinder family blends seamlessly in healthcare, hospitality, 
education, and office spaces.

New 2-inch, 4-inch, 6-inch and 8-inch shallow cylinder

2-inch, 4-inch and 6-inch round and square 
Wall mount, ceiling mount, up/down, pendant mount and aircraft cable

Remote driver and battery options

Up to 17,500 delivered lumens

Standard 0-10V driver dims to 1%

Multitude of driver options

Vividtune

Wall and ceiling mount wet location listed

PORTFOLIO
1-inch Multi-cell
Designed to discretely compliment any space, the 1" 
multi-cell is offered in adjustable, wall wash and downlight 
providing smooth impressive output without brightness. 
Providing limitless design opportunities with glare free 
illumination the multi-cell is ideal for office, education, 
hospitality, retail and healthcare environments.

New construction or install from below

Multitude of driver options

Offered with standard Portfolio drivers and connected options

200 lumens per cell

2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 90CRI

Standard 0-10V driver dims to 1%

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
PORTFOLIO

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS 
HALO COMMERCIAL
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INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX

Our Rapid Response program offers best-selling Metalux Industrial 
and Commercial lighting products with customizable options delivered 
to you when you need them.  From the VHB to the top selling Cruze 
ST, Rapid Response enables faster product delivery, so projects are 
completed sooner.

Select your products:  choose from stocked ambient products

Customize:  choose from features including sensors, emergency battery 

packs, flex, MWS (modular wiring system) and Chicago rated

Order: place order by 12pm local time

Ship:  orders ship in 5 days

Get the products you need,  
when you need them

How it works:

http://www.cooperindustries.com/content/public/en/lighting/solutions/rapid-response.html?_ga=2.99067230.1542861415.1586793813-1272480276.1559303124
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METALUX INDUSTRIAL 
BENCHMARK
LED High Bay
Benchmark LED is designed for a wide variety of industrial applications where  
higher ambient performance is required for complex environments. Its  
heavy-duty diecast aluminum body provides durability, optimal thermal  
control, and longer system life. Its advanced optical systems delivers  
premium efficacy and multiple distributions. The Benchmark is an ideal  
high bay fixture for use in industrial, manufacturing, cold storage, large indoor, 
and sports/recreation applications.

High lumen packages available up 75,000 lumens

cULus listed for wet locations -40°C -to 65°C ambient environments

IP66 listed for demanding and complex environments

Integrated WaveLinx Wireless Sensor – for smart connectivity

High performance efficacy up to 181 lm/W

Lumen packages – 12K, 15K, 18K, 24K, 30K, 36K, 48K, 60K, 75K

METALUX INDUSTRIAL
VHB NEXT GENERATION
LED High Bay
The VHB is designed for a wide variety of applications and mounting 
heights with a balance of fixture performance and affordability.
Precision designed optics, multiple distributions, lumen outputs
 and color temperatures make the VHB ideal for industrial, 
commercial, manufacturing, gymnasium and other applications
 that utilize traditional linear fluorescent and HID high bays.

Compact, lightweight design for ease of installation

High impact Polycarbonate optical lens

Lumen packages (9,000, 12,000, 15,000, 18,000 and 24,000)

High-Performance efficacy up to 147 lm/W

Now available with 55ºC ambient option

Occupancy and daylight sensor for added savings

Lumen Maintenance – L85 @ 60,000 hours

INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX

INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS 
METALUX
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SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
SOLUTIONS 
EPHESUS

LUMASPORT 16 LUMADAPT 8

The introduction of the Ephesus LUMASPORT luminaire family is the culmination of taking 
industry feedback and engineering easy-to-install modular lighting systems for both turn-key 
and retrofit projects. The LUMASPORT 8 is aimed to light for the needs at municipal and middle 
school/high school facilities while the LUMASPORT 16 is engineered for the needs of professional 
and collegiate facilities.

S P O R T S  L I G H T I N G

White LED Integrated White & 
RGBA color LED

White LED

P R O F E S S I O N A L

C O L L E G I AT E

R E C R E AT I O N A L/M U N I C I PA L
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Best Better Good

LUMASPORT 16
D E M A N D  R E L I A B I L I T Y  &  P E R F O R M A N C E

I N T R O D U C I N G

B E S T  I N  C L A S S  P E R F O R M A N C E  F O R  YO U R 
FA N S ,  P L AY E R S ,  A N D  B R O A D C A S T.

The LUMASPORT 16 luminaire incorporates several revolutionary technologies including new, 
integrated louver and reflector optics that balance light delivery, cutoff, glare control, and play-
ability while meeting the stringent performance requirements of fans, players, and broadcast.

V I S I T  E PH E S U S L I G H T I N G .CO M

S P O R T S  L I G H T I N G
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Sports Business Journal

The first company to bring LED lighting to a 
North American sports venue, Ephesus has 
moved the needle again with its Lumadapt 
product.

For the company’s latest innovation, its fourth 
generation of LED sports lighting technology, 
Ephesus created a purpose-built solution 
for arenas that deliver lighting solutions for 
today’s needs. From broadcast, fan experi-
ence and player performance standpoints, 
Lumadapt gives arenas the flexibility to adjust 
its lighting system to accommodate needs as 
they change over time.

Previously, the company developed color 
temperature tuning, where the lights could 
change from warm white to cool white, 
depending on the activity occurring in the 
arena, whether it was a hockey or basketball 
game, convention or dinner.

Now, the company has introduced color — red, 
green, blue and amber — into the same fixture 
to create more entertainment options. At the 
Herb Brooks Arena in Lake Placid, N.Y., home 
to the 1980 Winter Olympics “Miracle on Ice” 
hockey game, red, white and blue lighting is 
projected onto the playing surface during time 
outs and intermissions in recognition of the 
Miracle on Ice game. 

Lumadapt also gives arenas beam-tuning 
capability, to change the light coming out of 
the fixture from a narrow to a wide beam to 
accommodate the different uses of the arena 
floor. For example, one venue is used for 
both hockey games and tennis matches. The 
tennis court extends beyond the width of the 
hockey rink. Rather than having to incorporate 
supplemental lighting, using Lumadapt’s 
fixtures, the beam angles can be adjusted to 
wide beam for tennis.

Additionally, the lighting can be segmented to 
black out one part of the arena, while leaving 
another section illuminated. This provides an 
added layer of safety as walkways can be lit 
while the rest of the arena is dark. While much 
of competition can only dim their lights to 15 
or 20 percent, with Lumadapt, the lights can 
go down to 0 percent in milliseconds.

“With the features offered in Lumadapt’s 
fixtures, venues have more flexibility and 
can mix and match to create unlimited fan 
experiences,” said Mike Quijano, director 
of marketing at Ephesus. “We can create 
dynamic flashing scenes and generate excite-
ment in the venues. We can accommodate 
whatever event is being held in that venue 
today and into the future.”

Designed to last at least 10 years, Lumadapt 
accomplishes with one fixture what it may 
take other products multiple systems to 
achieve. “When you add it all up, with the value 
you get from Lumadapt, there’s nothing else 
like it in the market,” said Quijano, “and it’s so 
easy to install.” The company has completed 
installations in NHL-scale arenas in three 
days. “It’s really easy to take your arena from 
yesterday’s technology to the future in less 
than a week.”

Prior to installing Lumadapt, a team of 
Ephesus engineers and lighting designers 
analyze the arena, reviewing the height of the 
catwalk and the location of the cameras so 
the fixtures can be placed to optimize player 
and broadcast performance.

“We take a fresh look because as LED sports 
lighting has become the de facto standard, 
new specifications have been written,” said 
Quijano. “We come in with, not only a fixture in 
the system, but also a design and the project 
management support to implement that 
solution to meet the facility’s requirements.”

Ephesus Can Rejuvenate 
With its Lumadapt Lighting

BOLD Herb Brooks Arena is lit up in red, white, 
and blue in recognition of the Miracle on  
Ice game.
In addition to installations in new facilities, 
Lumadapt is being installed in numerous 
renovation and retrofit projects. “Executives 
see our sports lighting as a way to bring new 
life to their venues,” said Quijano. 

Two recent retrofit projects include the Herb 
Brooks Arena project mentioned earlier 
and the Hobey Baker Rink at the Princeton 
University. “The Herb Brooks Arena is an 
example of a traditional and iconic venue 
adopting a new technology to develop new 
traditions,” said Quijano, “taking that old 
building with its history and creating new fan 
experiences to enable people to relive all the 
events and excitement that has happened 
there over the years.”

The Hobey Baker Rink was constructed in 
1923. “At an almost 100-year-old venue, 
you run into some unique challenges,” said 
Quijano. “The old venues may not have been 
designed like buildings today, with a catwalk 
and easy access to the fixtures, making it 
more challenging to meet the player and 
broadcast experience requirements. Hobey 
Baker is a vintage arena that has worked hard 
to preserve its history over the past 100 years, 
and yet, we were able to provide a futuristic 
lighting solution that many people did not 
think possible until very recently. It’s created 
an excitement they have never had.”

“Many of these older arenas are intimate 
and iconic,” said Quijano. “We’re able to give 
them new functionality without affecting their 
iconic look and feel.”

1

2

3

4

5

We’ve expanded the future-proofed, intelligent Lumadapt 8 luminaire’s capabilities.  
By adding Wireless AirMesh lighting control options, you can always keep your 
facility’s lighting on the cutting edge. 

L U M A D A P T  8  W I R E L E S S  A I R M E S H
LUMASPORT 8
O P T I M I Z E D  P E R F O R M A N C E  L I G H T I N G

I N T R O D U C I N G

L O W E S T  T O TA L  C O S T  O F  O W N E R S H I P 
I N  T H E  I N D U S T R Y.

The LUMASPORT 8 luminaire combines interchangeable modular power, controls, and easy-to-
install mounting options to deliver the optimum lighting system solution for every unique indoor 

and outdoor sports lighting venue with industry-leading reliability.

V I S I T  E PH E S U S L I G H T I N G .CO M

S P O R T S  L I G H T I N G

SPORTS SOLUTIONS 
EPHESUS
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OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 
LUMARK I  STREETWORKS I 

McGRAW-EDISON

LUMARK
PREVAIL & 
PREVAIL XL DISCRETE
LED area and site luminaire
The Prevail LED area and site luminaire combines optical 
performance, energy efficiency and long-term reliability, and now 
utilizes a direct-mounted discrete LED light panel for a premium 
aesthetic. A versatile mount standard arm facilitates ease of 
installation for both retrofit and new installations.

Lumen packages range from 7,800 up to 42,000 lumens

Replaces traditional HID fixtures on a one-to-one basis from  
150W up to 1,000W HID 
5 optical distributions available as well as Left and Right  
factory-rotated optics

Prevail XL

Prevail

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 
LUMARK
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AMBER LED
Integrated 590nm LED for 
wildlife and observatories
Wildlife-friendly amber lighting protects sea life while maintaining 
safe lighting levels for people in coastal areas. Also specified 
near observatories, narrow band amber can be easily filtered to 
eliminate adverse effects of sky glow on telescope performance. 
Coming soon as a standard feature for several outdoor products.   

True narrow band 590nm amber, not phosphor-converted (PC)

Available in Galleon, GWC, GPC, Navion, Archeon and Impact Elite

5WQ, 5MQ, SL2, SL3, SL4 optics included

FWC certification process early 2020 for all available products

IES files available with and without HSS shield option

STREETWORKS  
ARCHEON NANO
LED roadway luminaire
The ArcheonTM Nano LED roadway luminaire delivers all the  
performance benefits of the latest LED platforms and technologies  
with a modern, yet familiar cobrahead form factor. This discrete  
LED solution with the patented, high-efficiency AccuLED OpticsTM  
system, provides uniform and energy conscious illumination for  
municipal streets and highways.

Up to 164 lumens per watt 

Five optical distributions (Type II, IIU, III, IV and V)

Multiple lumen packages ranging from 2,000 – 7,800  
delivered lumens 
4000K CCT standard, optional 2700K CCT, 3000K CCT,  
and 5000K CCT

Tool-less access for ease of installation and maintenance 

Three-position tunnel compression type terminal block standard

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 
STREETWORKS

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 
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WAVELINX
Outdoor fixture mount sensor
The WaveLinx outdoor sensor (high and low mounted) offers passive infrared (PIR) occupancy with  
a photocell for closed loop daylight sensing. The sensors are IP66 rated for outdoor site and indoor  
environments with installation heights up to 40 feet and coverage up to 5,000 square feet. Easy tool-less fixture  
connection (4-Pin Zhaga Book 18 socket) with out-of-the-box controls functionality. Available color options: white, black and bronze.

McGRAW-EDISON
TOPTIER
Next generation parking 
garage luminaire
An upgraded, all-new TopTier™ is available early Q2 with improved lumen 
packages, higher efficacy, and hassle-free installation. A redesigned, 
integrated uplight option eliminates cave effect above the luminaire,  
while expanded control options address code updates and BMS 
integration requirements. Despite constant imitation, TopTier remains 
second-to-none in optical performance, application flexibility and quality. 

LUMARK
RPGC
LED parking garage luminaire
The Lumark RPGC Round Parking Garage and Canopy luminaire is  
an innovative, energy-efficient LED fixture. The low profile, rugged 
construction allows for seamless integration into illuminating parking 
garages, canopy, stairwells and low-bay retail installations where high 
security illumination and energy savings are needed. 

PARKING GARAGE

Available in six lumen packages from 2,600 - 13,300

Efficacy up to 146 lumens per watt

Integrated uplight option produces 800 lumens

Shipped standard with 0-10V dimming and 10kV surge suppression

Direct ½" conduit mount eliminates junction box

Lumen selectable switch adjusts output from 3,700 up   
to 7,800 lumens 
Replaces traditional HID fixtures on a one-to-one basis  
from 150W up to 250W HID 
Drop lens with refractive features distributes light to  
maximize area coverage and provides uplight to eliminate  
dark ceilings 
Mounts directly to junction box or pendant to allow for  
versatility in installation 

SYNAPSE
IOT Alliance control option
The SimplySNAP™ platform offers a complete connected control solution with increased range 
and scalability, while enabling Building Management System (BMS) integration. Now available with 
Galleon area & site, this wireless solution will be offered with the TopTier next generation parking 
garage early Q2.

DIM10 integrated node uses proprietary 802.15.4 @ 2.4GHz

Full mesh network with a range of up to 1 mile line-of-site

Single site controller can manage 500+ devices

Compatible with photocell and motion sensor inputs
Wireless Area Controller (WAC) drives the schedule of the 
control, used for zoning, scheduling & remote  
access, in addition to photo and motion sensor 

Site, Area and Wall Luminaires  
(Available now)
4-Pin Wireless Connected Outdoor Sensor 
Photo Ӏ Motion Ӏ Scheduling Ӏ Dimming Astronomic Ӏ  
Wireless Ӏ Zones

Feature of the Next Generation TopTier 

Form BLE mesh network between devices with your smartphone 
mobile application with no Wireless Area Controller (WAC)  
requirement 

Parking Garage Luminaires  
(Available late 2020) 
4-Pin Wireless Controlled Outdoor Sensor  
Photo Ӏ Motion Ӏ Dimming Ӏ Wireless Zones in Parking Garages

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 
McGRAW-EDISON

OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS 
LUMARK
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RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS 
HALO I  HALO HOME

installs virtually anywhere

HALO MICROEDGE 
FEATURED ON PROPERTY BROTHERS: FOREVER HOME

The HALO MicroEdge HLB4 is our resident  
celebrity. This ultra-thin recessed downlight  
is currently featured on HGTV’s Property 
Brothers: Forever Home. 

It installs virtually anywhere, and no housing  
is needed. View more episode images at 
thescottbrothers.com/inside-the-design/

View more images HERE

https://thescottbrothers.com/inside-the-design/
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RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO HOME

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO HOME

HALO HOME BRIDGE
Smart Internet Access Bridge
HALO Home is built on Bluetooth Mesh so it can be commissioned 
and operate locally with all of HALO Home's app features - all without 
WiFi! This optional Bridge translates WiFi and Bluetooth wireless 
communication allowing users to remotely access and control  
HALO Home-enabled lighting from anywhere using the app. It also 
allows hands-free voice control thru Amazon or Google and  
integration with IFTTT - "If This Then That" connects 100's of smart  
apps and devices. The simple wireless wall plug takes moments to  
add to any HALO Home account.

Remote access from anywhere with mobile app/web browser

Voice control with Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant

Simply plugs into any standard 100-240V outlet

Bluetooth and WiFi LEDs indicate proper connection

Durable construction means it’ll hold up, even in high-traffic areas

HALO HOME VOICE
Smart Recessed Downlight
This HALO Home Smart Downlight doesn't just work with Amazon 
Alexa — Alexa is built right in. All of the features and functionality 
of an Echo Dot are seamlessly designed in the Voice. The 
integrated speakers and microphone fit seamlessly inside bringing 
Alexa up and out of the way. It's the perfect streamlined solution 
for smart home convenience.

HALO Home is smart lighting that gives users 
more convenience, energy savings, and home 
security. Create a smart lighting system with 
a range of lights, controls, and accessories 
that work seamlessly together with standard 
fixtures. The free app puts the power at a users 
fingertips, from on/off and dimming to features 
like grouping, scene-setting, and schedules. Your 
smart lighting search begins and ends here.

Built-in Alexa assistant, with microphone and powerful speakers

Access tens of thousands of Alexa skills, hands-free

Stream music, weather, or news with multi-room audio

Group, schedule, and automate lighting through HALO Home app

Precision LED optics with over 800 lumens

HALO HOME 
SMART BULB
A19
Whit HALO Home’s A19 lamp, anyone can enjoy the benefits 
of smart lighting. That’s because it can be used with fixtures 
that accept a standard light bulb, instantly transforming lamps, 
vanities, porch lights and more. Unlike competitors’ products, it’s 
Bluetooth-enabled and ready to connect out-of-the-box with all of 
the features of the HALO Home system. With no internet service, 
bridge, or “hub” required, it’s simply the easiest smart lighting 
product out there.

Dimmable to 5% using HALO Home app or controls

Suitable for indoor or outdoor use (damp location listed)

Use with light fixture that accept standard (E26) base bulbs*

HALO Home Bridge required for  
voice control

WHOLE HOME SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM

ON/OFF White Tuning Dimming Groups Scenes Schedules Sunrise & 
Sunset

Timers

*Do not install in recessed housings or fully enclosed fixtures.
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HALO
MicroEdge HLB Lite  
Entry level, all purpose 4” and 6” direct mount 
luminaries. No housing required, reduces 
installation time and expense. Ultra-shallow fixture 
fittings installs virtually anywhere. Great for residential and 
multifamily applications where plenum space is tight.

Smooth lens  

3-color field selectable 2700K, 3000K, 3500K;  3000K, 4000K, 5000K; 
4000K, 5000K, 6000K 

Up to 800 lumens  

Wet location listed, suitable for shower applications  

Held securely in 0.5” – 1.25” thick ceilings with (2) retention springs  

Airtight and suitable for direct contact with insulation 

HALO
Recessed MicroEdge HLB 
Universal 
The HLB UNV is a 4 inch and 6-inch ultra-thin LED lens 
downlight with remote driver / junction box suitable for 
new construction and remodel applications. Fixed or field 
selectable color temperature and high color rendering provide 
excellent color performance. Simplified installation in drywall 
or suspended ceilings eliminates recessed cans saving 
time and money. Installs from below the ceiling in as little 
as 1/2” plenum height, can be used in direct contact with 
insulation and is airtight.

Direct mount - does not require recessed housing or junction box 

2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K and 5000K field selectable CCT 

120-277V 

0-10V dimming down to 5%

HALO RECESSED
MicroEdge HLB 8-inch & 12-inch 
The HLB 8-inch and 12-inch is an ultra-thin LED lens downlight 
with remote driver / junction box suitable for new construction 
and remodel applications. HLB 8-inch and 12-inch feature both 
field selectable color temperature as well as field selectable lumen 
levels. Simplified installation in drywall or suspended ceilings 
eliminates recessed cans saving time and money. Installs from 
below the ceiling in as little as 1/2” plenum height. HLB 8-inch and 
12-inch can be used in direct contact with insulation and is airtight.

Direct mount - does not require recessed housing or junction box

2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K and 5000K field selectable CCT

850, 1500 and 2200 field selectable lumens

120-277V, 0-10V dimming down to 5%

HALO RA-DM
Direct Mount LED Downlight
The RA-DM is a 4-inch and  6-inch regressed Adjustable downlight 
with remote driver / junction box suitable for new construction 
and remodel applications. Field selectable color temperature 
and high color rendering provide excellent color performance. 
Simplified installation in drywall or suspended ceilings eliminates 
recessed cans saving time and money. Installs from below the 
ceiling in shallow plenum height, can be used in direct contact with 
insulation and is airtight. Smooth lens provides visual comfort and 
product requires on 3-1/3" plenum depth.

4” & 6” semi-regressed gimbal, rotates 360°, tilts up to 35° 

Field selectable 2700K, 3000K,  3500K, 4000K, 5000K CCT,  
90 CRI minimum

Up to 800 lumens delivered 

Remote driver / junction box, 120V, 5% LE/TE phase cut dimming 

Held securely in 0.5” – 1.25” thick ceilings with (2) retention springs 

Wet location listed, suitable for shower applications 

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO
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HALO
RL3 & RA3
The Halo RL3 and RA3 is a 3-inch recessed downlight and 3-inch 
directional downlight, respectively; suitable for new construction, 
remodel and retrofit installation. Using the CCT selectable switch 
users can choose between five different color temperatures. 
The lens provides uniform illumination and wet location listing. 
Precision construction makes any housing airtight for added 
savings and code compliance.

Field selectable 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000 CCT, 90 CRI minimum  

Up to 600 lumens delivered  

RA3 features 360° of rotation and 35° of tilt 

Integral driver, 120V, 5% LE/TE phase cut dimming  

Airtight and suitable for direct contact with insulation  

RL3 is wet location listed, RA3 is damp location listed

HALO
Light Commercial Retrofit
High powered light commercial direct mount downlights, 
suitable for new construction or retrofit. No housing required, 
reduces installation time and expense. Regressed lens provides 
high optical cutoff and improves visual comfort. Great for 
shared spaces in light commercial and residential.

Direct Mount  2", 4", 6” & 8” downlights   

Remote driver / junction box, 120-277V,  0-10V dimming down to 5% 

Field Selectable 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000 K CCT; 90+ CRI   

Up to 8000lm (8”), 3000lm ( 6”) , 1200lm (4”), 800lm ( 2”) 

Wet location listed, suitable for shower applications  

Held securely in 0.5” – 1.25” thick ceilings with retention springs  

Airtight and suitable for direct contact with insulation 

HALO
Fire Safe 2-Hour Fire Rated 
Housings
HALO 4 and 6 inch Fire Safe housings are an affordable option 
to provide safe and fire safe lighting. The housings can prevent 
the passage of flames and toxic gases for up to 2 hours in 
accordance to UL 263, with the added benefit of no additional 
installation time. HALO Fire Safe housings are compatible with 
4” and 6” HALO recessed LED modules. 

Available in 4 and 6-inch new construction LED housings

Prevents the passage of flames and toxic gases for up to 2 hours 
in accordance to UL 263

No need to build additional boxes anymore

Air-tite and suitable for direct contact with insulation

HALO
HLA3
The HLA3 is a 3-inch round and square adjustable LED with 
remote driver / junction box suitable for new construction 
and remodel applications. Simplified installation in drywall 
or suspended ceilings eliminates recessed cans saving time 
and money. Installs from below the ceiling in as little as 
1-1/2” plenum height, and can be used in direct contact with 
insulation and is airtight. Use for accent or task lighting in low 
to medium height ceilings where energy savings, long life and 
economy are required. 

Direct mount - does not require recessed housing or junction box 

Dedicated 2700K and 3000K CCT 

Up to 700 lumens delivered 

Gimbal features 360° of rotation and 30° of tilt 

Remote driver / junction box, 120V, 5% LE/TE phase cut dimming 

Airtight and wet location listed 

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO
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HALO
HL3 Remodel
The HL3 Remodel housings complete the 3-inch family of 
round and square aperture LED downlights. HL3 Remodel 
features 35° of tilt and 360° of rotation and is ideal for 
accent, task and general area lighting. Interchangeable 
optics and a broad range of trims and finishes allow for 
ultimate flexibility. 

Broad range of trims, distribution can easily be changed in the field 

Up to 1700 lumens 

2700K, 3000K, 3500K, and 4000K dedicated CCT 

Interchangeable 15°, 25°, 40° and 55° LED optics available 

120-277V, dimming down to 1% 

HALO
H3 Housings and Trims
A 3-inch family of MR16 and PAR16 housings suitable for 
both new construction and remodel applications with a 
broad offering of compatible trims. Achieve virtually any 
aesthetic with H3 round and square trims in a variety of 
finish options providing accent, task, wall washing and 
general area illumination.

Compatible with most MR16 and PAR16 lamps 

Shallow new construction housings and remodel housings available 

Variety of trim options to fit any aesthetic or application 

Airtite and suitable for direct contact with insulation 

HALO
HU11 Undercabinet Light 
The Sleek, installer undercabinet light with low-glare, angled 
optics and color tuning. Perfect for kitchens, wash rooms, and 
small offices. 

Angled optics equipped with diffuser lens help minimize glare on 
countertops. 

Field selectable 2700K, 3000K, 4000 CCT 

Up to 300 lumens per foot of light output 

120 V Compatible, Energy Star Rated 

Wet Location Listed 

Captive fasteners and accessible electrical compartment for easy installs 

Multiple knockouts for direct-wire installs, 2 ports for corded installs 

Available in 5 lengths and 2 finishes. 

Dimmable to 5% with 120 V using select ELV & TRIAC dimmers.

HALO
HLC9
The HLC9 is a slim profile, high performance surface 
mount luminaire that offers below the ceiling installation 
with no plates or clips required to save time and money. 
The low profile surface mount has dimming capability to 
10%, is damp location listed, and is suitable for a variety 
of applications including clothes closets and walls. The 
HLC9 also features a motion sensor option for compliance 
and convenience. 

Dedicated 3000K, 4000K or 5000K CCT; 90 CRI minimum 

Up to 1200 lumens  

Integral motion sensor with 10’ range, adjustable lens cover with 
52° of detection 

Integral driver, 120V, 10% phase cut dimming 

Airtite and damp location listed 

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO

RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS
HALO
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JD Scott
is having a moment

Not many people can include 
contractor, HGTV star and 
professional celebrity impersonator 
on their résumé — but JD Scott can. 
As host of “Brother vs. Brother” 
and “Property Brothers: at Home”, 
Scott is sometimes known as the 
third Property Brother. 
Between his impressive social 
media following and increasing 
exposure (his over-the-top 2019 
wedding recently earned a   
feature in People), it’s clear he’s 
rapidly becoming a celebrity in his 
own right.
We caught up with him about 
design trends, smart lighting and 
transforming his 'Forever Home' 
with HALO.

The influencer and TV host (and, yes, brother 
to Property Brothers Jonathan and Drew) talks 
lighting, tech and newlywed life. 
You recently appeared on the new series 'Forever Home', 
which is all about transforming your existing home to reflect 
your personal style. How would you describe your style?

My style is pretty simple, actually. I like a clean and modern 
look with lots of black and gray tones. I’m also all about 
symmetry, so most finishing and décor needs to be aligned 
properly. If there is a recessed light slightly out of place, it’ll 
drive me crazy.

Does your style differ from your wife, Annalee’s?

Oh yes, we definitely pull on the style and color wheel from 
opposite sides. In contrast to my dark tones, she generally 
loves bright colors and pastels. Annalee also loves to have lots 
of floral print everywhere (which I can’t stand).

How does your renovated space blend both of your styles?

You know what, strangely, our combined opposite styles 
blended very well. I was expecting there to be a lot of situations 
where we clashed on decisions, but that wasn’t the case at 
all. Sure, maybe the kitchen is slightly more bubble gum than I 
would have gone with but it works. The master bedroom is very 
much my style, with deep tones — yet, still some color to favor 
Annalee’s taste while keeping my rock n’ roll inspiration alive.

How has the renovation made a difference in your   
day-to-day lives?

When the renovation started, we were in the middle of 
trying to figure out a pretty debilitating health issue I was 
suffering from. When it finished, the place was a godsend 
for facilitating my recovery in a comfortable environment 
that really felt like home — really made a huge difference.

What kind of lighting did you have in the house before   
the renovation? 

I had done a mild renovation about 10 years ago, but 
those lights had become a little dated. They were a mix of 
fixtures and ceiling fan combos which did the job at the 
time but when you have such a big apparatus hanging 
from an 8-foot ceiling, it drastically reduces the perceived 
height of a room. The recessed lighting takes care of that 
perfectly.

You used HALO Home lights in your renovation and 
described them on Instagram as the best lights you’ve 
ever used. What HALO Home smart lighting features have 
you been taking advantage of?

I am a tech junkie and am not exaggerating by saying that 
the HALO Home lights are my favorites right now. I use 
the Bluetooth app constantly to control various areas of 
my home and office. Being able to group various areas and 
change the brightness according to what I’m doing is just 
wonderful — all at the touch of a button.

What is your #1 favorite HALO Home feature?

By far, my favorite feature in the HALO Home lineup is the 
ability to control and change the color temperature of the 
lighting. It can be an individual light, specific groups of 
lights or all of them at once. That option has been a game 
changer for someone like me who does a lot of filming and 
photo work. In fact, I happen to know that since I chose 
the HALO Home lights for my episode, 'Forever Home' is 
now using them on other projects because aside from the 
benefits for homeowners, they cut down on the lighting 
setups required when filming a house.

What are some other lighting / design trends you’re 
keeping your eye on right now?

Flexibility and functionality are always going to be a hot 
ticket for lighting. That plays right into the trend we’ve seen 
in recent years with smart home technology. Consumers, 
homeowners, DIYers, professionals and even HGTV 
hosts are obsessed with making life easier through more 
innovative products. It’s funny, because I’ve been around 
smart home gadgets for years with the work I do and quite 
often many of those were hit or miss when it comes to 
consistently working and doing their job. I feel like we are 
finally getting to a place where the products not only do 
what they are meant to, but do so consistently, which is 
important.
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